GI Solutions has been formed with you and the patient in mind. Our aspiration is to become your trusted partner and to make your daily life more simple and more efficient.

Gastrointestinal functional diagnostic portfolio
A complete solution for reflux management

Solution includes pH-impedance monitoring, high-resolution manometry and motility evaluation.

• A complete solution for reflux management can make the difference. Characterizing esophageal dysmotility among different subgroups of patients with reflux disease may represent a fundamental approach to properly diagnose these patients and, thus, to set up the best therapeutic management.9

Optimized patient pathways
Working together with healthcare providers for efficient pathways and less invasive procedures

Clinical-evidence backed
Proven technologies backed by clinical experience and peer-reviewed articles

Latest technologies
GI Solutions leads the way in developing innovative breakthrough technologies

GI Solutions pools high-level expertise, experience and innovation to continuously deliver high quality product solutions that help physicians improve patient outcomes and save lives.

Comprehensive service
We support you and our products with a 360º service and training package

Discover more at www.covidien.com/gisolutions
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GI Solutions is the proven innovator and partner for hospitals committed to less invasive and early treatment. One new landmark in GI Care
GI Solutions brings together three respected companies in GI Care to offer a single-destination solution that advances the way gastrointestinal diagnosis and treatment is sourced and delivered.

GI Solutions offers one single destination product portfolio that covers multiple steps of the gastrointestinal (GI) care continuum.

Barrx Medical
A leader in developing minimally invasive medical devices used in conjunction with endoscopy to remove precancerous tissue from the gastrointestinal tract.

Beacon Endoscopic
Dedicated to innovating medical devices in interventional endoscopy procedures.

Given Imaging
A world leader in specialty GI products and the pioneer of capsule endoscopy.

GI Solutions offers an unrivalled portfolio of diagnostic and treatment solutions that improve patient outcomes.

Barrx™ RFA system
A therapy of choice

- Precise ablation – Predictable results

Advanced ablation technology for treating bleeding and non-bleeding sites of the gastrointestinal tract.
- High Grade Dysplasia (HGD): RFA recommended as first line treatment.
- Current guidelines recommend RFA as a safe and effective technique to eradicate remaining Barrett’s after endoscopic resection of early carcinoma or HGD.
- Recent guidelines support RFA for Low Grade Dysplasia (LGD) with NICE and German Reflux Guidelines support the treatment of LGD with RFA to prevent progression. 1, 4, 5
- Procedure of choice
- In the Spechler review paper RFA is stated as “the ablative procedure of choice for dysplasia in patients with Barrett’s esophagus.”6
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Bnx™ FNA System
- Barrx™ FNA System
- In the Carrara et al. showed the preliminary data of the Italian experience on the accuracy of the diagnosis of solid masses of the Beacon platform and observed that 22% of the cases benefited from using multiple needle sizes.
- Multiple needle options
- The bnx™ system enables the use of multiple needles within the same delivery system.

bnx™ FNA system
More than just a needle

- Second needle reduces sampling time by 40% and helps maintain the scope position during needle exchanges.
- Benefit of multiple needle
- Carrara et al. showed the preliminary data of the Italian experience on the accuracy of the diagnosis of solid masses of the Beacon platform and observed that 22% of the cases benefited from using multiple needle sizes.
- Multiple needle options
- The bnx™ system enables the use of multiple needles within the same delivery system.

bnx™ Fine Needle Aspiration System is designed for efficiency, interchangability and clinical staff safety.
- Reducing sampling time
- Second needle reduces sampling time by 40% and helps maintain the scope position during needle exchanges.
- Benefit of multiple needle
- Carrara et al. showed the preliminary data of the Italian experience on the accuracy of the diagnosis of solid masses of the Beacon platform and observed that 22% of the cases benefited from using multiple needle sizes.
- Multiple needle options
- The bnx™ system enables the use of multiple needles within the same delivery system.
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